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art is revolution
Stefan Christoff
Art is not a mirror to reflect reality, but
a hammer with which to shape it.
B. Brecht
on an empty street, when shops have
closed for the night and the world is
asleep a song floats through the air. a
sound of momentum, the urgent hum
and rumble of humanity. in this fight for
justice, this struggle to maintain hope
when in confrontation with the
architectures of injustice, of capitalism,
it is the song, the hum of hope that
keeps the fight alive. art is active, art
moves and pushes humanity to new
plateaus, stressing the essence of life
in a melody, in vivid colors and in the
blue of the sky. on this dawn of a strong
resistance to the injustices of
capitalism it is art found in the act of
creation which builds a momentum
toward justice.
art is not only a song, a painting or a
poem it is a feeling, a vigor. art is
revolution. art pushes revolution
forward finding beauty in a struggle,
bringing joy to the eyes. our revolution
is now, the present, the revolution of
every day, finding the humanity in life,
the shinning beauty that is creation,
momentum, revolution. the revolution
of active existence / resistance keeps
humanity alive; within ourselves and
around the globe. living one’s life as an
art, active participation, creation that
never stops only goes further into this
future of endless possibilities.
amazing grace is a song, a traditional
song of toil and love. its tune vibrates
throughout the world. it was this song
that was sung in the turmoil of the
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struggle for civil rights, was sung on the

Jason Salmon

streets by citizens fighting the
american war machine in vietnam and
was sung in november 99 in seattle
where tens of thousands of people
rose up against the beast, the evils of
the system called capitalism. this song
sung in seattle rings further into the
future, it is a calming confirmation that
justice will be found on the eve of the
global resistance to capitalism. it is the
melody, the art of the song that passes
through the ages, the melody which
remains, the melody of resistance; it's
history etched into the struggles of the
future.

I can hear the future. The future is bright. Brash. The mute you would
assume otherwise. The future is the sound of smiles; the future is my death. Seconds
later the future is my birth. Without blemish, bathing in blue fire.

art depicts the hopes of a generation, it
finds its voice in the urgency of life in
action. art is a projection against
apathy against complacency. art is a
song for truth and a realization that
creation pushes us forward shouting
out for what we believe. the creation of
belief. it was 1976 when punk first
spewed itself across headlines with
the message "do it yourself". and in
punk’s gritty realistic tone it showed
that art comes from the urgency for
revolution.

The drum is every fingertip, every voluptuous phrase with tenor tone.
Reaching down from the sky. Asking all the obvious questions, those with difficult
answers. Demanding loyalty and reverence. Dignity’s harmony. In place, in passion
and never in passing.
Mystical moments. Shining skin. The crest of euphoria. 2:25 am on the eve
of my unhappiness. I am ready. The marriage to my challenge, I hold her tightly. She
leads me across the intersection, around the way of consciousness. I am grateful for
every inch of beauty that stands before me.
When I am young, I will be brave. Courageous and without pity. Silver wings
from silver tears. Capturing the ocean air, index with my finger. The snap of dragon
jaws with every beat. Forever in the future.
I can hear the future. It sounds like it tastes, as it appears. The companion
of all humanity. Low range frequencies. Ron Carter ringing in my ears. Everything
I’ve lost I’ve found. The opening of doors.

"by letting it happen without a fight...
you’re already dead. with your endless
debates about right and wrong... you're
already dead– nothing is going to
change if you're not prepared to act"
and the urgency of action or art in
action found itself in CRASS a punk
band from england in 83. but this voice
of action finds itself again and again in
our own lives. it is this action that is the
art. the action of existence / resistance
that will aid in the struggle for a better
future.
photo by Larissa Dutil
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Language lock. Step
Notes on action, the verb, the socially conscious poem.

Kaie Kellough
The socially conscious poem must present people in action. This action should be
limited, framed, by existing socio-cultural circumstance. Ex: a Montreal dep owner
struggling to break even. His daily haggle and struggle framed by the hard facts of
living as a person of colour, a non-French speaker, in white, French, capitalist society.
The socially conscious poem should challenge its readers/listeners to weigh the
individual and societal consciousness that frames each action. The poem should not
attempt to make people "conscious" by telling them how to act, what to believe, or who
to side with. This last would involve the assumption that the poet possesses a higher
awareness, and that it is the poet’s duty to deliver this awareness through the medium
of poetry (preaching).

As opposed to:
sunlight browns skin.
" sit in the sun
you’ll brown to black,"
a shady caution…
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In the first example, "diamond" and "radiance," which are attributes of sunlight, are
made to stand for the actual thing, sunlight. Further, emphasis on the verb "to brown"
is deferred onto the verb "to be." The transfer of energy is waylaid and delayed. The
overall result is that the action is eclipsed.
As stated earlier, we are not trying to duplicate the appearance of active life. We are,
however, exploring and presenting the processes by which life takes on its varied
appearances. These processes are active; they are not static. Socially conscious
poetry, which is the poetry of people in action, should not be about anything; it should
not even be. For socially conscious poetry to impact our lives, it must do.

Why should the socially conscious poem focus on action? First, because much of the
vitality, movement, and energy of living is found in action (one must always act), and
poets must necessarily create a work imbued with this living vitality. Second, as poets,
we are interested in the immediate human fact of any situation. How do people
function under a given set of circumstances? How do people live? We ask this
question to get an idea of why people act as they do. Abstract ideas like capitalism
and democracy are created and revealed (to poet & audience) through action. By
focussing on action, we can see how such concepts enter into our daily lives and
influence the way we live. Third, people’s actions are facts. These facts lead us
through the ephemeral regions of thought and feeling, to where people’s motivations
reside.
Poetry uses language to embody the movements, rhythms, and moods of living. If the
action is the living residence of vitality and energy, then the verb is its equivalent in
language. Although this is not the place for a treatise on the use of verbs in poetry, I
will mention that not all verbs are action verbs. Some verbs describe impressions or
states of being. The simple
agent

verb

object

When writing socially conscious poems, we are not interested in a representative
poetry. We are not trying to duplicate the appearance of real active life. If we were,
we would have a poetry cluttered with static nouns and adjectives, a poetry focussed
on being, not doing.
Ex: her skin is browned by the diamond radiance of sunlight
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order, with emphasis on transitive action verbs (verbs that act on an object, as
opposed to intransitive verbs which act with no object), is the basic order to which
socially conscious poetry should strictly adhere. The action begins with the agent or
subject. The verb "embodies the very stroke of the act," and the object receives the
impact. Sound and meter are also carried from agent through verb to object.
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Speak No Evil

metro jazzman
Kaie Kellogh

lips
purse - press the mouthpiece
air
slips through embouchure.
fingers flash over valves
press the pitch
the busker blows
dollar, quarter, copper.
blows a bridge to better
coins
percuss in his cup.
stagger the rhythm
wrench the key he falters on highs breaks.
poses, puckers
tilts
his bowler’s brim
low. thanks the passer
by and by
counts his coins
lifts the horn
sighs out song.
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dxtr X
"I don't audit each newspaper's editorial
each day, but if it should come to a matter
of principle, I am ultimately the publisher of
all these papers, and if editors disagree
with us, they should disagree when they're
no longer in our employ. The buck stops
with ownership."
David Radler, Hollinger Inc.
In 1996 Hollinger took over of the
Vancouver Sun newspaper. Two years
later Simon Fraser University and
Newswatch documented an increase in
pro-business, anti-labour coverage.
According to a 1996 study of Saturday
morning toy commercials published in
Sociological Abstracts, some 50% of the
commercials aimed at girls spoke about
physical attractiveness, while none of the
commercials aimed at boys did. In the US,
the Justice Policy Institute and Children's
Law Centre say that there has been an
increase in media stories on youth
perpetrated violence despite a decline in
juvenile crime. This is coincident with the
emergence of a private, for-profit prison
industry which is targeting youth and
people of colour.
Globally,
Time
Warner
Communications, AT&T, MCI, British
Telecom, News Corporation, Sony,
General Electric, Bertlesmann, Microsoft,
and Disney Corp. are among just a handful
of companies which control the vast
majority of the world's media.
In Canada, the three biggest
newspaper chains control 72 per cent of
daily circulation. All the daily papers in New
Brunswick are owned by the Irving family,
the owners of Irving oil. All the dailies in
Saskatchewan, Prince Edward Island, and
Newfoundland are owned by Conrad
Black's Southam/Hollinger chain, which
owns 59 of the 104 dailies in Canada. In
Québec, Le Devoir is our last remaining
independent daily paper.
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Five corporations reach more
than 60 per cent of all Canadian television
viewers. Three companies have 68 per
cent of the cable TV market. Just ten
companies control 55 per cent of the
revenue in the radio industry.
Conglomeration is also on the
rise. The Canadian company Rogers
Communications, for example, has over 3
million cable subscribers, owns the Home
Shopping Network, 20 video stores, ten
radio stations, one television station, the
YTV Network, one-third of AT&T Canada,
the Rogers Cantel cellular phone network,
and Viewer's Choice cable service.
New trade and investment
regimes restrict people's power to fight for
progressive media policies. The World
Trade Organization and Free Trade Area of
the Americas threaten to limit people's
ability to use their governments to regulate
foreign investment, expand public
broadcasting or prevent media mergers
and monopolies.
Public broadcasting, while not
subject to popular control, has been a
bulwark against complete corporate
dominance of the Canadian airwaves.
Currently its funding is being slashed and
public assets, like the cross-Canada
network of broadcast towers, are
threatened by privatization.
The public relations and
advertising industries gravitate to wealth,
plant stories, massage the news and offer
surplus power and influence to those who
need it least. According to the Madisonbased Centre for Media & Democracy, PR
hacks in the United States outnumber
working journalists and the gap is
widening.
The result of all this increased
commercialization, concentration and
corporatization of the media are more and
more voices being shut out. The views and
aspirations of working people, poor people,
youth, people of colour and women are
given no more heed than is necessary to
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sell us something.
"Don't hate the media. Become the
media." (Jello Biafra, former lead singer,
Dead Kennedys)
The corporate media are motivated by
profit. They are naturally guided by what
sells and what protects their continuing
ability to sell. The commercial media
depend on advertising revenue. This
forces them to attract affluent audiences
and to promote consumerism. We who are
motivated by a sense of justice must be
guided by our desire to create a radically
different world. That means creating ways
for people with radical projects to speak out
in our own neighbourhoods, campuses
and around the globe. If we share a vision
of a diverse, creative, participatory society,
we need diverse, creative and participatory
media. If we want a world less marred by
racism, imperialism, colonialism, classism,
authoritarianism, sexism, heterosexism,
ageism, ableism, capitalism, religious
intolerance and violence
we must
conscientiously create, control and sustain
our own institutions, including media, that
do not use or replicate such illegitimate
instruments of power and prejudice in their
structure and functioning. We must create
forums to debate our ideas and feelings
from our own perspectives and develop
informed decisions about what actions we
want to take.
Some of us depend upon the
media to understand and evaluate political
events, social circumstances and public
policies. But many of us are overwhelmed
by sensationalized, superficial, one-sided,
one-way information and simply tune out.
Alternative sources of news, information
and culture do exist and are open to
participation: community and student
newspapers, campus and community
radio, public access television and webbased projects like indymedia.org.
However, these examples of democratic
media are often stunted and resourcestarved, grown in the poor soil of public
apathy under the shadows of corporate
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and state power.
But what if we nourished open,
participatory, public media? What if the
people with the least power occupied their
rightful place on the public stage? What if
the voices of those most adversely affected
by social inequities were heard? What if we
demanded greater public access and
greater public control? What if rather than
asking we simply took?
What if we gave the computers
and other resources that were assembled
at the Indymedia Centre/Centre des
medias alternatives in Quebec City for the
FTAA protests last April to one of the
poorer, well-organized and classconscious neighbourhoods in Montreal,
like Little Burgundy, PointeSt-Charles or
NDG, to start up a public media lab?
What if you didn't worry about the
sound of your voice, or your accent or your
style? What if you and others like you
simply shared their stories on-air or in local
papers or church basements or punk
warehouses? What if we deprived the
corporations of their monopoly on shaping
our perceptions simply by talking together?
I think the media should comfort
the afflicted and afflict the comfortable. I
think we should use all means necessary
to create the world we want to live in, now.
In Canada, vast numbers of us enjoy
untested freedom. We must work to
expand and share our freedom and check
the powers that inhibit us.
dxtr X works with the Canadian Labour
Congress. He is a DJ, a former program director
at CKUT 90.3FM, a direct action climb trainer for
the Ruckus Society and a first-year student at
Concordia's School of Community and Public
Affairs
Further Reading: Culture Jam - Kalle
Lasn,Media Monopoly - Ben Bagdikian, Mind
Abuse, Media Violence in an Information Age Rose A.Dyson, Necessary Illusions, Thought
Control in Democratic Societies- Noam
Chomsky, Prime Time Activism - Charlotte
Ryan,Toxic Sludge is Good For You! Lies, Damn
Lies and the Public Relations Industry - John
Stauber and Sheldon Rampton.
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The most powerful weapon in the hands of the oppressor is the mind of the oppressed.
Stephen Biko
Have you given up on finding any kind of truth in the mainstream media? Not
yet? At least try to seek out some different news sources because when 4 white men
own all of Canada’s mainstream media outlets it is time to stretch ourselves to find out
what we should already know.
With this monopoly on media is it surprising that the media outlets are so superficial in
their news coverage and so profoundly racist? I have been monitoring broadcast and
print media in Canada for almost two years now and while the picture is not blank, it is
bleak. Racism and other forms of discrimination run rampant within newsrooms,
editorial boards and management and journalism schools.
For example the mandatory "Diversity and the Media" course at Ryerson Jay School
angered students so much that for two years in a row they signed petitions to remove
it as a required course! The course was designed specifically to fill a gap in the abilities
of the primarily white middle-class students to understand how to write about people
who were not like them.
Nothing compels the media to change because the government and the CRTC
(Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission) are designed to
serve corporate interests. Newsrooms continue to churn out negative and unbalanced
articles about people of colour in Canada. Therefore, Diane Francis still has a job at
the National Post writing factually incorrect rants about immigrants and refugees. Her
style of reporting could be dubbed The One Source method: find one racist, immigranthating person in a position of authority and quote only them throughout your article.
Reporters need catchy simple stories with strong elements of human interest and
conflict. Unfortunately good reporters who write balanced, researched stories often get
screwed by copy editors who write the headlines for all stories. "Refugees Bring Malaria
Outbreak" was the sensationalist and misleading headline of a not-so-bad article in the
Montreal Gazette last September. You would never guess from the headline that
malaria outbreaks are only brought by mosquitoes. But then, who can blame the copy
editors? If the headlines aren’t eye-catching then the product doesn’t sell. This is why
"If it bleeds, it leads" is a well-used newsroom phrase.
And television, well television is all about the visuals. I get calls from journalists who
request a real live family of refugees to appear at their studio in 3 hours, during the
middle of the day. I guess they assume that all refugees are unemployed. For media
producers that would be like believing their own brainwashing!
So unless you listen to community radio news shows, access independent news off
the internet or read a million copies of Covert Action Quarterly, it is gonna be hard for
you to decipher the truth from the mainstream media’s version of it. Or you could
always become a reporter yourself!.
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The Reggae Revolution

Flora and Fauna
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from conversations with Prymtym
a performance poem by Alex Boutros and Kaarla Sundstrom
It is the outcry of people whose voice is unheard by mainstream society. It is the
voice of school children who walk through war ridden streets, the herald of the
sufferer. It exposes the ragged state of life experienced by the common person.
Hence, reggae, the term coined by reggae veteran Larry Marshall.
The music becomes a riot that unveils the plight of its people. Reggae mirrors its
immediate surroundings & reminds the current society to converge through a vision
of equal rights & justice for all.
Since its inception, it has been highly influenced by the ills of societies that quake
from political malpractice. The music itself is revolution. To cite conditions which
contribute to a state of imbalance is to reveal the elements that cause those
circumstances to exist.
"War", one of Bob Marley's most reknowned songs is actually a transplant of His
Imperial Majesty Emporer Haile Selassie's United Nations speech that Marley set to
music with the I-Threes & Wailers band. This song exemplifies reggae as a flame
of consciousness throughout international society.
The music of artists such as the Abyssinians, Bob Andy, Burning Spear, Culture,
Peter Tosh jolted people from Jamaica and abroad to emancipate themselves from
mental slavery.
Patois (pat-wah), a dialect of Jamaica, loosely described as a blend of english,
spanish & creole, which partly emerged from the necessity to communicate while
outwitting one's oppressors during times of slavery, may even be considered a
strong revolutionary tool. Regardless of its varying context in music today, patois
employs the beholder to awaken their senses.

you, you said you said that you said that you

you said that the past was like grime under your fingernails, opaque tiny remnants of
everywhere you've been, but i could tell, by the way you dropped your hand to your
side and then reached across your torso to hook your elbow, that you were packing
your history into a corporeal casing that you had to physically hold closed and your
arms were containing contents under pressure and i saw this skull and crossed bone
gesture as not so much a warning but a signal of a different kind and i flirted with the
danger, the possibility of explosion, as i traced the veins from your tightly clenched
hands and you said the past was like grime under your fingernails, opaque tiny
remnants of everywhere you've been and i, mesmerised by your hands imagined a
miniature expedition, mining the dirt beneath your nails, boring deeper and deeper,
blasting through layers of sediment and examining each cut away strata until i picked
through the thin skin at the base of your nail with my own grime encrusted fingers and
i slipped into your bloodstream like an infection and i imagined myself as a fever
raging in you, loosening the past clotted in your veins, until your tongue ran with
forgotten stories and history set in like delirium.

you, you said you said that you, you said that you
were constantly remembering yourself expanding not moving forward but
simply moving as i rhythmed my way into your memory

Ultimately, reggae is about love, peace & one love for everyone.
zeen.
Check out Prymtym's show Positive Vibes, every Thursday 3-5p.m. on 90.3FM.
Catch shows at Rainbowites and Tiffany hall.

Pirate Radio
Micropower broadcasting is helping to restore grassroots democracy, bringing back the
concept of open and free civic discourse among all citizens. Further, it is a direct
challenge to a broadcast system based entirely on wealth. A micropower FM broadcast
station with a coverage radius of 12-15 miles can be put on the air for a cost ranging from
$1000-$2000 - an affordable amount for any community desiring to have voice. The
transmitters can operate directly from car batteries, thereby allowing the setting up of
portable stations operating at strike lines, rallies, demonstrations, community events,
fairs, and festivals. Pirate radio is an important media tool for communicating
uncensored information. To order a broadcasting kit or learn more about free form radio
visit the Free Radio Berkeley website at: www.freeradio.org
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you said that you remembered, but that memory wasn't, for you, a collection of
interdependent stories, stitched and tightly bound, but was more like motion, like travel
on unstable ground - or on some giant vegetation - not of perceptible size, like a
potted palm, but of inconceivable proportions, so huge you were rendered minute and
you could feel the growth growing underfoot, a silent shifting as you walked the veins
of this bizarre flora and you were moving on movement. that's how you remembered,
you said, and i imagined you almost microscopic, flitting just below the surface of your
skin, following the memory of each vein, your landscape changing as your body shifts
position, your direction changing as your mind moves - synapses rolling around your
tiny self like thunder.

you, you said that you, you said that you, you
were constantly remembering yourself speaking, swaying in the tidal tug of
our elliptical conversation, gauging context by the space that it filled
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you said that you
were thinking about
me thinking about me
and you and it was
like a dream you had
had and in the dream
we were talking to
each other and our
voices didn't make
any sound, and we
were talking to each
other and our throats
disgorged
giant
amoeba
like
creatures instead of
words and these
creatures emerged
translucent,
with
waving,
wafting,
groping antennae,
and
rounded
reaching limbs and
spoon like digits and
their immense size
stretched the skin on
our necks from the
inside
out
and
rearranged muscle to
make room for a
strange
and
multiplying fauna and
their journey out of
our bodies distorted
us and we faced
each other with wide gaping and disjointed mouths, our tongues depressed and oddly
silent as each beast slipped past our teeth and then our lips and slid into the space
between our faces and so we were talking to each other but you were dreaming (and
you, you said that you, you said that you said that you were......you.....cellular sound,
you, you, you, you...)

and it was like you thinking about me thinking about me and you, and i can't get the
image of that visceral, visual speech out of my head, but keep wondering about how
the air between our bodies must have been filling up with globular shapes, crowding
together, touching in symbiotic dance, growing and swelling until we were caught in
that current of cellular sound and i imagine their membranes permeable, their forms
merging like meanings.

* you said is recorded on La Vache Enragee CD (Planete Rebelle, 1998)
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Monday

1

1989 300 people, mostly Mohawk from Kanehsatake, march
through Oka in opposition to an expansion of a municiple golf
course into the Pinesñ a sacred area and site of a Mohawk
graveyard.
1649 Diggers occupy St. George hill, taking land to plant in
common.

Thursday

1968 Martin Luther King Jr. assassinated.

4

Easter Monday.
April Fools Day.
Clocks change.

Tuesday

Friday

2

5

Wednesday

Saturday

Sunday

3

6

7

NBA ¥ NHL ¥ NFL ¥ RUGBY
WWF ¥ BOXING ¥ SOCCER

1996 Rajwar Gakhal was killed along with 8 members of her
family by her ex-husband in Vernon, BC commemoration for
all women who are victims to male violence.

Catch All The

Action. LIVE!
NBA ¥ NHL ¥ NFL ¥ RUGBY
WWF ¥ BOXING ¥ SOCCER

Catch All The

15%
OFF
Your Total
with this coupon

Action. LIVE!
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th

Expires: 30 July 2002
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Monday

1712 New York City slave revolt.

8

Tuesday

Thursday

11

Italian Anarchists Sacco and Vanzeti sentenced to electrocution.

Friday

Black students take over Boston University to demand
African-American studies courses.

9

12

Wednesday

Saturday

Sunday

10

13

14
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Monday

Don’t pay your taxes day.

Thursday

15

18

Tuesday

Friday

16

19

Wednesday

Saturday

Sunday

17

20

21
1967 CIA/NATO instigated Military
coup in Greece resulting in 7 years
of dictatorship.

931-1999

931-1999

931-1999
2125 GUY(near Tim Horton)

Free Fast Delivery
Open 7 days a week, 8am to 1pm.
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Monday

Thursday

22

25

Tuesday

Friday

23

26

Wednesday

24
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1812 Two teenage girls lead a successful mob attack on a
mill in Bolton, England.
1915, Armenian genocide by the Ottoman empire begins.

Saturday

Sunday

27

28
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Monday

29

1992 Uprising in LA and protests around the country after
Rodney King verdict.

Tuesday

30

Any dictator would admire the uniformity and obedience of
the [U.S.] media.
Noam Chomsky

During times of universal deceit, telling the truth becomes a
revolutionary act.
George Orwell.
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